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Cybersecurity Threats
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Cybersecurity Threats and What They Could Cost Your Entity
Ã Average cost of a data breach - $3.86 million dollars
Ã Global cost of online crime is projected to be $6 trillion

by 2021
• Attacks are growing by more than 350% annually
Ã Popular attacks that take place:

• Social Engineering
• phishing emails
• Impersonation Fraud
• Ransomware
• Increasing in popularity, especially with the
invention of cryptocurrencies

Source: 2018 Data Breach Investigations Report 11th Edition
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We Value Your Security Campaign
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PFM’s We Value Your Security Campaign
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EON Security Enhancements
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Tools That Help Investors Follow Industry Best Practices
Ã Multi-factor Authentication

Helps to confirm only authorized individuals are
accessing confidential account information and
protects against data breaches commonly related
to compromised login credentials
Ã EON Messaging Center

Allows investors to upload documents within a
password protected portal
Ã Customized account permission

Allows for separation of duties and proper
oversight
Ã Confirmation report

Summarizes daily account activity
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Multi-Factor Authentication
Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) is a security protocol that requires verification factors to
supplement a username and password. MFA is offered through EON and is another key step in
our efforts to provide our investors with simple, secure and effective account access.
Less
Secure

• Easy to remember
• Easily guessed from public information
• Least secure factor

Multi-Factor Authentication

Password

Username

• Can be complex
• Potential combinations are exponential (though some are
more likely than others)
• Can be repetitive across accounts, including less-secure,
unrelated accounts

Password

Additional Factor
•

Username

ACCESS
GRANTED

• Easy-to-remember passwords can be easier to guess
• Hard-to-guess passwords are also hard to remember and
often written down

New code given through
text, email or telephone

Additional Factor

More
Secure
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• Simple yet random and new every time
• Adds layer of security that offsets the drawbacks of a password
• Is an extra step when logging in
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Why Use Multi-Factor Authentication?
1

It can protect against some of the most
common types of attacks.
Hackers can leverage any public information, from
personnel listings on websites to social media and
compromised databases to guess a password or
username. No firewall can prevent these types of
attacks; only better processes.

3

2

It’s a benefit of working with PFM.
We strongly encourage your participation
as MFA is a voluntary safety feature
designed to meet your individual needs.

It’s simple to setup and easy to use.
Enrollment is simple and can be set up by following the instructions posted to your EON account under the
EON Enhancements link, or by contacting PFM directly. Once enrolled in MFA, access to your online account(s)
will only be granted after you successfully complete two measures of identity verification (1) providing your
username and password, and (2) entering the auto-generated onetime passcode.

Multi-Factor
Authentication

Makes it difficult to
impersonate a user or
share login credentials

Requires multiple
methods for determining
a user’s identity

Provides protection
against cyber attacks and
data breaches

To learn more or enroll in MFA, please review the alert on the homepage of your EON account or select “Update
Profile” and change your preferences. Please contact us if you have any questions.
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EON Notification Center
Ã Investors Can Benefit from Enhanced Communication and Security.

What is the EON
Notification Center?
A communication tool
established to notify investors
of account activities.
It aligns with industry best
practices and helps to mitigate
fraud.

Why is it an
important tool?

How can it reduce
account fraud?

The Notification Center
provides broad account
oversight by notifying investor
representatives via email about
key account activities.

Email notifications are sent to
investor representatives in
response to account activities.

Email notifications occur on a
near real-time basis.

Notifications can be configured
to go to multiple
representatives, thus providing
additional account oversight.
These notifications help to
ensure only authorized
activities are occurring on your
account(s).
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How the Easy Online Network (“EON”) Notification Center Works
Account
Activity
Initiated

Within 30
Minutes

EON Users who opted-in for notifications

R

EON Users who are set to receive auto-notifications1

R

Account Activities That Trigger An Email Notification
Phone & EON
Transactions

Wire/ACH
Instruction
Changes

Permission
Changes

Document
Uploads

Maturities2

View Only

£

£

£

£

£

Perform Phone & EON
Transactions1

R

£

£

£

£

Perform Wire/ACH
Instruction Changes

£

R

£

£

£

Account
Permissions

Green boxes represent all available notifications to customize user preferences.
1Individuals

authorized to perform account transactions and/or wire/ACH instruction changes will automatically receive email notifications related to these account
activities. Notifications related to these specific actions are not optional. They can be configured to go to multiple individuals for broader account insight.
2Notifications

related to Term and CD maturities, if applicable, will be sent seven (7) days prior to the maturity date. Please note that these notifications may not
affect investments.
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What Individual Account Users Will Experience
Ã Individual users will receive email notifications in response to account activities
Ã Notifications will be based on individual account permissions and how users choose to customize

their preferences
Ã An email notification will be sent to:

• Individuals responsible for performing phone/EON transactions and/or wire/ACH instruction
changes1 when one of these actions occurs
• Individuals who elect to receive additional optional email notifications in response to:
• Permission changes
• Document uploads
• Term and CD maturities
Ã Email notifications will be sent within 30 minutes of applicable account activities2
1Individuals

authorized to perform account transactions and/or wire/ACH instruction changes will automatically receive email notifications related to these account
activities. Notifications related to these specific actions are not optional. They can be configured to go to multiple individuals for broader account oversight.
2Notifications
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related to Term and CD maturities will be sent seven (7) days prior to the maturity date.
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Additional Security Protocols Instituted by PFM
Ã Call back verification

For updates to banking instructions prior to
initiating a requested change
Ã Mandatory internal dual-review control

Ensures two individuals have reviewed all
requests related to opening and closing
accounts and applicable maintenance items
(e.g. changes to permissions and / or banking
instructions)
Ã Information sharing restrictions

We do not accept or send sensitive information
via email or update account information via
phone or email (appropriate forms are required)
Ã Audit log

Provides an audit trail that PFM uses to
determine details on specific user actions
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Password Self-Service
Ã EON will include a button or link for password self-service in the case that an EON user forgets his/

her password
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Password Complexity
Ã Passwords must:
•

Be eight characters or more in length

•

Include lower case and upper case letters

•

Contain at least one number and one special character

Ã There will be new criteria added upon each user’s first reset after the implementation

• Cannot repeat any of the user’s past four passwords
• Cannot contain the user’s name (first or last)
• Cannot contain certain character strings
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Thank You
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